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While VCF formatted files are the lingua franca of next-generation sequencing, most EHRs do not provide native VCF
support. As a result, labs oftenmust send non-structured PDF reports to the EHR. On the other hand, while FHIR adop-
tion is growing, most EHRs support HL7 interoperability standards, particularly those based on the HL7 Version 2
(HL7v2) standard. The HL7 Version 2 genomics component of the HL7 Laboratory Results Interface (HL7v2 LRI) stan-
dard specifies a formalism for the structured communication of genomic data from lab to EHR. We previously de-
scribed an open-source tool (vcf2fhir) that converts VCF files into HL7 FHIR format. In this report, we describe how
the utility has been extended to output HL7v2 LRI data that contains both variants and variant annotations
(e.g., predicted phenotypes and therapeutic implications). Using this HL7v2 converter, we implemented an automated
pipeline for moving structured genomic data from the clinical laboratory to EHR. We developed an open source
hl7v2GenomicsExtractor that converts genomic interpretation report files into a series of HL7v2 observations confor-
mant to HL7v2 LRI. We further enhanced the converter to produce output conformant to Epic's genomic import spec-
ification and to support alternative input formats. An automated pipeline for pushing standards-based structured
genomic data directly into the EHRwas successfully implemented, where genetic variant data and the clinical annota-
tions are now both available to be viewed in the EHR through Epic's genomics module. Issues encountered in the de-
velopment and deployment of the HL7v2 converter primarily revolved around data variability issues, primarily lack of
a standardized representation of data elements within various genomic interpretation reportfiles. The technical imple-
mentation of a HL7v2 message transformation to feed genomic variant and clinical annotation data into an EHR has
been successful. In addition to genetic variant data, the implementation described here releases the valuable asset of
clinically relevant genomic annotations provided by labs from static PDFs to calculable, structured data in EHR
systems.
Introduction

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is a versatile tool that has been rap-
idly adopted in the clinical laboratory for pharmacogenomics, inherited dis-
orders, tumor mutation testing, and more. One of the driving forces behind
this is the massive amount of data that can be provided with a single test.
NGS testing offers detailed information for a variety of genetic variations
and can provide insight to therapeutic targets. However, a major barrier
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for implementing NGS in a clinical setting is the return of NGS data into
the electronic health record (EHR) in a way that can be useful to a clinician.
Information provided from labs is not yet standardized and may have vari-
ances in variant classification, annotation and reporting, making clinical
NGS reports complicated and difficult to read. Additionally, data, even
when structured within the lab, is not easily integrated into the EHR and
is usually scanned in as a PDF that lacks the utility of structured data.
PDF formatting of NGS data makes this data difficult to manage and limits
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the overall usefulness of this data. Structured data can be easily manipu-
lated making this a highly sought after goal for clinical NGS data, particu-
larly where that structured data adheres to or is convertible to a standard
format that can be consumed by EHRs.

In the work reported here, we sought to develop and implement an au-
tomated pipeline for moving standards-based structured genomic data
(both variants and annotations) directly from the testing lab to the EHR.

Technical background

Reporting clinical NGS data requires sophisticated tools and specially
trained personnel for the evaluation of and interpretation of genetic
data.1 The Association for Molecular Pathology, American Society of Clini-
cal Oncology, College of American Pathologists, and American College of
Medical Genetics have set standards and guidelines for the interpretation
and reporting of sequence variants.2,3 These guidelines provide recommen-
dations for information that should be included for each variant. This infor-
mation, including gene symbol, variant location, variant type, HGVS
nomenclature for cDNA sequence changes, and predicted protein sequence
alterations allow for clarity of the results. The standard format for the rep-
resentation of detected variants is the variant call format (VCF).4 However,
for this data to be clinically useful, it also requires variant annotation and
interpretation. A critical step for reporting clinically useful data is the anno-
tation of VCF data using genomic coordinates to cDNA and protein changes
using clinically accepted transcripts which ensures that the correct variants
are reported according to HGVS nomenclature. These variants can then be
categorized based on clinical impact. The inclusion of the fully annotated
variant data into the EHR allows for providers to have a full understanding
of the variants being reported and reduces the possibility of variant mis-
identification which could negatively impact patient care.
Fig. 1. Graphical structure of the HL7 LRI message. The Master HL7 Genetic Variant R
variants, to complex variants, and to pharmacogenomic findings and implications (Used
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Returning sequencing data to the EHR in a structured format requires
the data to be in a format that is compatible with the EHR and for the
EHR to be designed to handle this relatively new type of data. Historically,
for many assays, the data returned back to the EHR would consist of only a
few values. For NGS, there can be thousands of lines of data with different
information for each variant and there can also be different types of vari-
ants. We previously described an open source tool that converts VCF files
into HL7 FHIR format,5 an increasingly popular format for EHR interopera-
bility. However, many EHRs have limited support today for HL7 FHIR,
whereas most EHRs support earlier HL7 interoperability formats such as
those based on the HL7 Version 2 standard.

There have been several standards-based approaches to genomics-EHR
integration including approaches to integrate using HL7 FHIR genomics,
SMART-on-FHIR, CDS Hooks, and the HL7 Version 2 genomics component
of the HL7 Laboratory Results Interface (HL7v2 LRI based on HL7 Version
2.5.1).6–10 As an EHR vendor, EPIC supports a specification based on the
HL7v2 LRI Clinical Genomics component.11–13 The HL7v2 LRI Clinical Ge-
nomics component builds on the HL7v2 syntax, with genomics specific
LOINC codes, and specific extensions/constraints on the base HL7v2 speci-
fication. The HL7v2 LRI Clinical genomics specification is a genomics-
specific component that requires specific handling. As a standard approach,
HL7v2 lab order results include a header section (MSG), order information
(OBR segments), and report of observed data (OBX segments). It is the OBX
segments where much of the HL7v2 LRI Clinical Genomics specification fo-
cuses. EPIC has created a further interface specification based on the HL7v2
LRI Clinical Genomics specification that enables populating its Genomic
Module, whichmakes some genetic variation and annotation data available
in the clinical workflow.

Overall structure of the OBXs in an HL7 LRI report is shown in Fig. 1.
Section 1 of a genomics report will contain observations that apply to the
eporting Panel is comprised of observations related to the overall study, to discrete
with permission from HL7 International).



Fig. 2.HL7v2 LRImessage. The observations describe a somaticmissensemutationwhere base 'C' has changed to base 'T' in the TP53 gene at chromosome position 7673766.
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overall study—such as the reason for the study, genetic conditions being
assessed, genes or regions studied by the test, and overall interpretation.
Section 2 reports discrete (simple or structural) variants. Variants can be
represented in VCF-like fields, as HGVS expressions, or with public identi-
fiers (e.g., a variant's ClinVar ID). Details of the variant, such as the gene lo-
cation, the predicted amino acid change, germline vs. somatic, detection
method, clinical significance, associated phenotype, and allelic state, can
be included. An example of an HL7v2 LRI representation of a variant a so-
matic missense mutation where base 'C' has changed to base 'T' in the
TP53 gene at chromosome position 7673766) is shown in Fig. 2.
Section 3 reports complex variants, where many discrete (simple or struc-
tural) variants taken together have one effect or phenotype. Potential obser-
vations that can be included represent phenotype, clinical significance,
allelic state, and the individual variants that comprise the complex variants.
Section 4 reports pharmacogenomic (PGx) observations. A PGx panel of ob-
servations contains information about the variants or gene haplotypes,
along with phenotype information (e.g., 'intermediate metabolizer of clo-
pidogrel') and therapeutic recommendations. Section 5 provides a way for
a laboratory to define the constituent variants of a haplotype.
Fig. 3. hl7v2GenomicsExtractor conversion. Conceptually, the hl7v2GenomicsExtrac
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Approach

For this project, we developed and implemented an automated pipeline
for converting structured genomic data (both variants and annotations) di-
rectly from the testing lab into HL7v2 LRI format (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) that fur-
ther conformed to Epic's HL7v2 LRI import specification.

We began by modifying our previously published open-source vcf2fhir
conversion tool,14 into a similar open-source conversion utility named
hl7v2GenomicsExtractor.15 Conceptually, the hl7v2GenomicsExtractor
utility takes a variant annotation file as input and outputs a set of HL7v2
OBX observations, as shown in Fig. 3. Software converts simple variants
(SNV, MNV, and Indel), autosomes, sex chromosomes, and mitochondrial
DNA. These OBX observations can be then incorporated into a complete
HL7v2 labmessage. It should be noted that OBX observations are an impor-
tant part of a complete HL7 message, but that there are other necessary
components (e.g., message header, patient information) in a complete mes-
sage. As such, the hl7v2GenomicsExtractor utility can be thought of as a
component of a larger workflow, such as is shown in Fig. 4, where an
HL7v2 engine calls hl7v2GenomicsExtractor specifically to construct
tor utility takes a VCF file as input and outputs a set of HL7v2 OBX observations.



Fig. 4.HL7v2 LRI utilities as components of a larger workflow. The hl7v2GenomicsExtractor utility can be thought of as a component of a larger workflow, where an HL7v2
engine calls the extractor specifically to construct component observations within the overall HL7v2 message.

Fig. 5. The complete sequence of steps, from ordering a genomic lab test to generating a genomics lab report, and its subsequent integration into the electronic health record
(EHR) using genomics converter and middleware.
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Table 1
Summary of the various tools used in this pipeline, each with their specific purpose,
to facilitate the transfer of genomic data from themolecular pathology laboratory to
the electronic health record system.

Tool name Purpose/Description

EpicCare A comprehensive, integrated electronic health
records system developed by Epic Systems
Corporation. This is where clinicians place genomic
test orders and final results are reported back and
stored in the Genomic Module of EpicCare.

EpicBeaker A Laboratory Information System provided by Epic
Systems Corporation, is the platform where
molecular and genomic tests are administered and
processed.

EpicBridges Epic Bridges is the integration engine for Epic
Systems software products. It is used to connect the
various Epic modules with external systems and
applications, facilitating the seamless exchange of
data between them.

NextGen Connect Formerly known as Mirth Connect, is an
open-source, cross-platform interface engine used in
the healthcare industry.

hl7v2GenomicsExtractor Python library code for converting genomic variant
annotations into result component OBXs in HL7 LRI
format (version 0.0.4).

hl7v2GenomicsLabMiddleware Python wrapper code for adding HL7 message
header and footer to those observations created by
hl7v2GenomicsExtractor.

Qiagen Clinical Insight This is variant annotation and reporting tool for
clinical genomic testing used by molecular pathology
laboratories.
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component OBXs within the overall HL7v2 message. The specific pipeline
used at our location to add message header and additional site-specific
OBXs can be found in our hl7v2GenomicsLabMiddleware public github
repository.16

Subsequent to building hl7v2GenomicsLabMiddleware, we ex-
tended the conversion capabilities so that the converter can accept as
input not only a VCF file, but also the converter can accept as input
XML files generated by Qiagen Clinical Insight. We modularized the
conversion code to simplify future support for other source annotated
VCF files. All source code, including SnpEff17 and Qiagen extensions,
is available here.15 We have previously described a custom middleware
solution for moving genomic data into the EHR.18–21 For the work de-
scribed in this manuscript, the middleware solution was modified,
with the revised solution shown in Fig. 5 and summary of tools de-
scribed in Table 1. The previously employed middleware solution cen-
tered around storing genomic data as lab–result–value pairs,
emulating the strategy utilized in complete blood count tests. In that
model, we denoted each gene as a distinct result component, with its
corresponding genomic variant serving as its value. However, in the cur-
rent paper, we've represented genomic data using the HL7V2 LRI tai-
lored specifically for genomic data. This differs from our previous
method, which relied on generic laboratory HL7 results.

Genomics lab middleware

Generation of variant file, annotation and XML export: In Step A, as
soon as genomic testing is ordered and a specimen is collected, it ap-
pears on the pathology laboratory worklist in Epic Beaker LIS. We con-
figured our electronic interface software EPIC Bridges and NextGen
Connect for simultaneously sending an order HL7 message (Step B) to
a network folder. Once the specimen is received in the laboratory, the
DNA is processed (Step C). The resulting raw DNA sequencing data are
run through our clinical grade custom bioinformatics pipeline on high-
performance computing infrastructure (Step D). This will output geno-
mic variants (in VCF format) which are automatically uploaded to
Qiagen Clinical Insight (QCI) Interpret. Laboratory technologist(s) and
molecular pathologist(s) use QCI Interpret to shortlist the genomic var-
iants based on their known evidence of clinical actionability. These clin-
ically actionable genomic variants and descriptions of their clinical
impact are output as XML and text files (Step E).

Parsing XML into LRI format: The XML files from Step E are passed to
our middleware solution, ‘hl7v2GenomicsLabMiddleware.py’. The first
action of the middleware is to leverage our ‘hl7v2GenomicsExtractor’
python library to convert XML into result component OBXs in HL7 LRI
format.

Combining OBXs to generate Full HL7 genomic test result message:
Genomic lab middleware then combines HL7 LRI format OBXs with
the incoming HL7 order message elements to create an outgoing HL7
result message (Step F). This outgoing HL7 message is placed on the
network drive and is automatically picked up by NextGen Connect,
pushed into Beaker (Step G), and finally delivers the HL7 message to
the Epic EHR.

Genomics result message data are stored in LIS

The ability to display and store NGS data in a detailed structured format
simplifies the resulting and reporting of data. The Epic Beaker LIS genomics
module has 7 different categories of information for each variant. This in-
cludes basic information (variant name, frequency, and clinical signifi-
cance), sequence change (HGVS information), variant coding system,
region, allele information, sequence information, and associated phenotype
information. Without an automated system, this information would be im-
possible to capture and only a fraction of the data supported here would be
able to be reported.

Figs. 6–9 shows the detailed level of information that is accepted in the
Beaker genomics module. The required data is shown with an exclamation
5

point in a red circle and the suggested data is shown with an exclamation
point in a yellow triangle. All other data is optional according to the
user’s needs.

Epic defines additional constraints on HL7v2LRI in order to receive the
genomic information.12 The OBX segment is used to transmit a single obser-
vation or observation fragment. TheHL7 data type is the expected data type
for the observation's value. To return all of this data dynamically, each re-
sult type is assigned an Observation ID (OBX-3). The Observation ID can ei-
ther be a LOINC Code or a local code can be created and mapped when no
LOINC is available or a local code set already exists. The observation Sub-ID
field (OBX-4) is used to distinguish between multiple OBX segments with
the same observation ID. Each variant is grouped by a Sub-ID (OBX-4)
which ties variant data across multiple OBX segments together so each sin-
gle variant should have the same sub-ID. The result for each item is stored in
the Observation Value (OBX-5) and should match the HL7 Data Type.
Fig. 10 shows the view in Beaker when the HL7 message is transmitted to
the EHR. From here, the data can be reviewed in Beaker prior to sign-out
and release to EPIC.

Beaker supports additional components that can be used to store data
types other than variant information. This data can be posted to the chart
in EPIC or it can be suppressed and stored only as a discrete data field
that can be later retrieved if needed. Fig. 11 shows an example of the
types of data that can be stored.

The genomic data is integrated into the EHR

When the data is reviewed and finalized within Epic Beaker LIS, it is di-
rectly reported into the clinician-facing Epic genomic module. The Snap-
Shot dashboard Fig. 12 within Epic genomic module is where genomic
test results are presented where variant data is organized by priority.
Within this module, there is an option for visualizing expanded/detailed
variant information.

Another key point for migrating to this resulting system is the stor-
age of data into discrete data fields. Since the data is structured, it is
also searchable using standard reporting workbench queries Fig. 13
where the report logic defined by the user can provide useful reports
based on variants.



Fig. 6. Collapsible view of all genomic data sections within the Epic Beaker Laboratory LIS, where HL7V2 LRI data has been imported.
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Discussion

Several issues were encountered in the development and deployment of
the HL7v2 converter—2 having to do with data variability, and 1 having to
do with practical integration considerations.

Inconsistencies in variant annotation representation pose challenges to
the development of an automated HL7v2 conversion utility. While many
popular automated annotation pipelines (e.g., SnpEff,22 ANNOVAR,23 and
Ensembl's VEP24) have adopted a common annotation representation,25

many annotation pipelines (e.g., IlluminaNirvana,26 SnpSift22) define alter-
native annotation formalisms. hl7v2GenomicsExtractor currently converts
annotations from SnpEff and SnpSift, and from Qiagen XML source files.
The code is modularized to simplify future support for other source anno-
tated VCF files. Ultimately, standards such as the FHIR Genomics reporting
Fig. 7. Expanded view of the 'Basic Information' section of the genomic data in the Epic
genomics middleware.

6

guide10 and the GA4GH Variant Annotation specification27 hold promise
for remediating this issue.

Inconsistencies in the representation of variants themselves, not only
across different variant formats such as HGVS and VCF, but even across
VCF files, also pose a barrier to computational annotation, particularly
where the intent is to automatically look up a patient's variant in a knowl-
edge base to obtain annotation information. Studies show significant incon-
sistency in variant representation across tools and databases,28 with
different sources either not normalizing variants, or normalizing variants
using different algorithms (e.g., VEP, 1000 Genomes,29 and gnomAD30)
use a 'left-aligned' variant normalization strategy31). In our implementa-
tion, annotation fidelity lies within QCI Interpret. A consistent normaliza-
tion approach, such as with NCBI's SPDI normalization algorithms32 will
likely enable higher fidelity annotations.
Beaker LIS, which is populated with imported HL7V2 LRI data transmitted from the



Fig. 9. Expanded view of the 'Allele Information', 'Sequence Information', and 'Associated Phenotype Information' sections of the genomic data in the Epic Beaker LIS, which is
populated with imported HL7V2 LRI data transmitted from the genomics middleware.

Fig. 8. Expanded view of the 'Sequence Change', 'Variant Coding System', and 'Region' sections of the genomic data in the Epic Beaker LIS, which is populated with imported
HL7V2 LRI data transmitted from the genomics middleware.
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Fig. 10. Summary and detailed views of genomic variants within the Epic Beaker LIS (sample data from Epic test environment).
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The approach taken here is likely to be generalizable to a wide range of
EHRs and EHR integration solutions, given that the work is founded on a
core semantic mapping between VCF on the one hand, and current and
emerging EHR interoperability standards (particularly HL7 FHIR and HL7
v2) on the other hand. As we have shown, open source vcf2fhir14 and the
HL7 v2 extractor code17 can be extended where necessary in order to
Fig. 11. Example of Epic Beaker LIS view for sto

8

accommodate different inputs and/or to customize the output based on
an EHR's specific import specification.

The current use cases shown for this software include simple vari-
ants, as our NGS cancer panel is currently reporting simple variants.
However, the capabilities can be readily expanded to other variant
types supported by HL7 V2 genomic LRI. Core logic in vcf2fhir has
ring data types beyond variant information.



Fig. 12. Snapshot view of genomic variant data in the Epic EHR Genomic Module, received from the Epic Beaker LIS (sample data from Epic test environment).

Fig. 13. Setting search criteria and generating results for genomic variant reports of patient cohorts using the reporting workbench in the Epic EHR system (sample query
results from Epic EHR test environment).
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been extended to address structural variant translation, and our imple-
mentation of FHIR Genomics Operations34 also demonstrates
FHIR-based translations of pharmacogenomic star alleles.

Conclusion

Our pilot confirmed the feasibility of an automated standards-based Ge-
nomics–EHR integration pipeline. As we have described, the technical im-
plementation of a VCF (or other custom input formats such as Qiagen
XML) to HL7v2 message transformation to feed genomic variant and clini-
cal annotation data into an EHR has been successful. In addition to genetic
variant data, the implementation described here releases the valuable asset
of clinically relevant genomic annotations provided by labs from static
PDFs to calculable, structured data in EHR systems.

While the software translates patient variants and statically associated
annotations (e.g., diagnostic and therapeutic implications that are provided
as part of a lab report), it also demonstrates the feasibility of automatically
computing annotations at runtime. This can be particularly useful in order
to present clinicians with up to date clinical implications. Such capabilities
for dynamic computation of variant annotations have been further devel-
oped in HL7 FHIR, as part of the evolving HL7 FHIR Genomics
Operations,33,34 which represent a standard set of APIs for accessing geno-
mic data stores. In particular, whereas FHIR 'genotype' operations return
FHIR-encoded variants, FHIR 'phenotype' operations return statically or dy-
namically computed FHIR-encoded diagnostic and therapeutic implications
of those variants.
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